CPCS NOTICE NO. 5 : NOTICE TO ALL HEADS OF GOCCS

SUBJECT : SUBMISSION OF CPCS-RELATED QUESTIONS

DATE : 20 JANUARY 2022

1. With the publication of the CPCS Implementing Guidelines and other CPCS Circulars on 14 January 2022, the Governance Commission has been receiving several communications from GOCCs, as well as their officers and employees, seeking for clarification of certain CPCS implementation matters.

2. The Governance Commission will conduct a series of orientation sessions with the CPCS Representatives to properly address the questions and concerns of the GOCCs.

3. In line with this, GOCCs are requested to gather the questions and concerns of its officers and employees and submit the same to feedback@gcg.gov.ph on or before 28 January 2022.

4. The CPCS Representatives will be informed of the schedule of orientation sessions once the GOCCs have complied with this Notice.

FOR YOUR GUIDANCE AND COMPLIANCE.
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